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Mini-EUSO is the first detector of the JEM-EUSO program deployed on the ISS. It is a wide
field of view telescope currently operating from a nadir-facing UV-transparent window on the
ISS. It is based on an array of MAPMTs working in photon counting mode with a 2.5 𝜇𝑠 time
resolution. Among the different scientific objectives it searches for light signals with time duration
compatible to those expected from Extensive Air Showers (EAS) generated by EECRs interacting
in the atmosphere. Although the energy threshold for cosmic ray showers is above 𝐸 > 1021 𝑒𝑉,
due the constraints given by the size of the UV-transparent window, the dedicated trigger logic has
been capable of the detection of other interesting classes of events, like elves and ground flashers.
An overview of the general performance of the trigger system is provided, with a particular focus
on the identification of classes of events responsible for the triggers.
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1. Detector description
1.1 Instrument overview

1.2 Data acquisition system
Mini-EUSO features a multi-level data acquisition system able to store events in three different
timescales at the same time, allowing the observation of the same event with different time resolutions. The slowest timescale (40.96 𝑚𝑠) takes data continuously without a trigger system, and
performs a monitor of the UV emission of the Earth. A frame of 40.96 𝑚𝑠 is called D3 Gate Time
Unite, or simply D3 GTU. The 320 𝜇𝑠 timescale has its own trigger system, and is mostly dedicated
to atmospheric events. A 320 𝜇𝑠 frame is called D2 GTU. The main focus will be on the 2.5 𝜇𝑠
timescale and its trigger system, used for the detection of very fast events. A 2.5 𝜇𝑠 frame is called
D1 GTU. Hereinafter, GTU will always be referred to D1 GTU, unless otherwise specified.
The L1 trigger code runs on a running buffer containing the 2.5 𝜇𝑠 data stream. When an event
is triggered the system stores 128 D1 GTUs, corresponding to 320 𝜇𝑠 of data, 64 GTUs before and
64 GTUs after the event. Mini-EUSO data acquisition system can store up to 4 consecutive events
within the same slot of 5.24 seconds. After the fourth triggered event the system is in dead time
and can not store any other data. The ability to save data is restored at the start of the next slot of
5.24𝑠 [2]. The advantages of this system are twofold. The first is the possibility to store consecutive
events without dead time, provided that there are still available slots. The second advantage is that
very long and very bright phenomena like, for example, lightning strikes, that could last up to 1
second or more, do not generate an enormous amount of triggers that would saturate the bandwidth.
Finally, it is possible to prevent given pixels from triggering through an external command sent by
the on-board CPU. This is usually done only for the first orbit (from the switch-on moment until
the first sunrise), when all the border pixels and two entire MAPMTs are masked. The masking is
needed because some border pixels are more prone to crosstalk and other non-linear effect that can
generate fake triggers. An upgrade of the firmware, to store up to 8 triggers every 5.24 seconds,
doubling the amount of data that it is possible to store with 2.5 𝜇𝑠 resolution, and to implement the
pixel mask also for other orbits is currently under test.
2
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Mini-EUSO is a small telescope (37 × 37 × 62 𝑐𝑚 3 ) with an optical system made of two Fresnel
lenses of 25 cm diameter each. The focal plane is made of 36 Multi-Anode Photomultiplier Tubes
(MAPMTs Hamamatsu Photonics R11265-M64), for a total of 2304 pixels arranged in a square
matrix. Four MAPMTs are grouped in a 2 × 2 matrix called Elementary Cell (EC). Each of the nine
ECs shares a common high voltage power supply (HVPS) based on a Cockroft-Walton circuit. The
system has an internal safety circuit that reduces the gain and the collection efficiency of the pixels
in the EC unit in case of high current drain due to bright light. This status is called cathode 2 mode.
The focal plane is covered with a UV bandpass filter (2 mm of BG3 material), making the pixels
mostly sensitive to 290 𝑛𝑚 − 430 𝑛𝑚 band, in the near UV. Mini-EUSO has a large field of view
of roughly 42◦ , with a pixel size on ground around 6.3 × 6.3 𝑘𝑚 2 . The total footprint on ground is
slightly less than 350 × 350 𝑘𝑚 2 [1].
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1.3 Trigger logic

Figure 1: Mini-EUSO trigger logic. Every 320 𝜇𝑠 the thresholds for each pixel are updated, according to
the formulas in the darker box. In parallel, every GTU, the integral over the last 8 GTUs is compared with
the threshold for each pixel. If the sum is higher a trigger is issued

2. Analysis
2.1 Dataset
The following analysis is performed on a dataset of 37.4 hours of data, coming from 31 different
sessions; the excluded sessions were not performed in nominal working conditions.
After each session a small portion of the data gathered are immediately downlinked to ground
( ∼ 40 minutes of data, that corresponds to ∼ 20%) while the remaining is stored in USB pen drives
and delivered by the astronauts upon their return on ground. At the moment of writing more than
50% of data is still onboard the ISS. In the available dataset there are more than 5 × 104 L1 triggered
events, an event being a collection of 128 frames with 2.5 𝜇𝑠 time resolution.
2.2 D1 dead time
Figure 2 shows a map of the dead time of Mini-EUSO 2.5 𝜇𝑠 trigger. In blue-purple circles the
triggers from the Atmosphere-Space Interactions Monitor (ASIM), a detector installed outside the
Columbus module of the ISS and devoted to the study of atmospheric events, namely thunderstorms
and Transient-Luminous-Events (TLEs) [3]. The vast majority of its triggers are classified as
lightning strikes. From the map it is clear that Mini-EUSO does not have higher dead time over
cities and highly populated areas, since the adaptive threshold is fast enough to prevent static light
3
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Given the large pixel size on ground and the fast sampling rate of Mini-EUSO, each pixel of
Mini-EUSO has to be independent with its own threshold; a single pixel above threshold is enough
to issue a trigger. In fact, a signal moving at the speed of light, like a EAS signal, takes slightly
more than 20 𝜇𝑠 (8 GTUs) to cross 6.3 km, the field of view of a pixel. The logic therefore looks for
an excess of signal over 8 consecutive GTUs in the same pixel, where the integration over 8 frames,
namely 20 𝜇𝑠, enhances the signal to noise ratio. The 2304 thresholds are updated every 320 𝜇𝑠,
and set 16 𝜎 above the average value of the pixel over the previous slot of 128 D1 GTUs (320 𝜇𝑠).
In Fig. 1 the scheme of the 2.5 𝜇𝑠 trigger logic.
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sources from triggering. The higher concentration of dead time is usually due to thunderstorms that
are usually triggered 4 times in just a few milliseconds and quickly saturate the 4 available slots.
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As previously mentioned, during the first orbit the border pixels and two MAPMTs are prevented
from triggering to minimize the fake triggers due to non linear electric effects. The trigger mask
is not applied after the first orbit, resulting in an increase of dead time, from an average of 11%
in the first orbits to 29% in all the others. The average dead time is ∼ 25%, which represent
an acceptable level for Mini-EUSO, given the detector’s characteristics. Future space-based and
balloon-based detectors (like EUSO-SPB2 or POEMMA [4]) will work with a different logic for
the data acquisition system that will allow a lower dead time. In the meantime, the upgrade of the
firmware presented in 1.2 will significantly reduce this value for Mini-EUSO.
2.3 Trigger performance
In order to evaluate the trigger performance, the 2.5 𝜇𝑠 data have been analyzed through an
offline algorithm that mimics the online trigger logic implemented in the FPGA. The values of the
thresholds for each pixel are estimated from the data, since Mini-EUSO does not store them. In
particular, the background for each pixel is assumed to be equal to the average over the first 32
GTUs (80 𝜇𝑠) of each triggered packet. This is in general a good estimation since the 8 consecutive
GTUs that issued the trigger are saved in GTUs 58-63 inside the 128 GTUs packet, therefore the
first 32 GTUs contain only background. When long lasting events are triggered in more than one
packet, the offline trigger code does not update the thresholds, using the ones computed for the
previous packet. The other option to estimate the background value would be to use the value of
each pixel registered with the D3 timescale. The results of the two methods are quite similar in
normal conditions, in the following analysis only the first method has been used, since it performs
better when the background is changing quickly or in the presence of a transient event, but with the
downside of being more susceptible to statistical fluctuations.
Given the results of this offline algorithm, it is possible to produce a first categorization of the
data, based upon the number of pixels over threshold in the entire packet of 128 GTUs. Notably,
the trigger signal is issued when the first pixel is over threshold, all the others are irrelevant from
the trigger point of view, but the presence of other pixels over threshold may give information on
the event that produced the trigger.
4
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Figure 2: Left: fraction of dead time. The globe has been divided into a 1◦ × 1◦ grid, the color representing
the relative amount of dead time in each cell. The average dead time is ∼ 25% . Right: triggers form ASIM
detector, mostly induced by lightning strikes
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Frequency

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

18.58 %
45.73 %
13.94 %
5.25 %
1.32 %
0.62 %
0.46 %

Table 1: The numeric values of the first seven bins in
Table 2
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Table 2: Frequency of triggered packets with a given number of pixels over
threshold. The peak around 256 pixels corresponds to an entire EC switching
back to nominal working conditions from cathode 2 mode. A smaller peak
is also present around pixel 512

The distribution of pixels over threshold shown in Fig.3 presents a few hot spots, corresponding
to border pixels more prone to generate fake triggers. On some occasions these pixels are responsible
for a huge increase in the dead time, generating for example the orbit that in Fig.2 starts from New
Zealand and moves towards north-east, with an average dead time ∼ 90%. As already mentioned, a
procedure to mask those pixels is currently under test, and will be implemented as soon as possible.

3. Categories of triggered events
Being an orbital detector, Mini-EUSO detects a wide range of different events. A list of the
most interesting or most common category of events is given in this section.
• Atmospheric events: lightning strikes are the brightest events detected by Mini-EUSO.
Lightnings are best observed by Mini-EUSO with the longer timescale, but triggered also in
5
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Tables 1 and 2 show that almost half of the triggered packets have only one pixel over threshold,
as expected given the footprint on ground of a single pixel. For ∼ 18% of the triggered packets the
algorithm was not able to recognise any pixel over threshold; this is due to the statistical fluctuations
of the background over the first 32 GTUs of each packet, since an average made over 32 GTUs have
a statistical fluctuation which is roughly double the one on 128 frames. To prove that, the same
analysis has been repeated, setting the threshold to 12 𝜎 above the background and obtaining at
least a pixel over threshold in 97% of the packets. This proves that in many of these packets there
is at least one pixel with a signal just slightly below the threshold computed by the offline code,
but above the real threshold used by the online trigger. The remaining packets probably belong to
some classes of events not always detected by the offline code, like the triggers issued by the sun
rising, in which the light intensity grows constantly and quickly. These events might be difficult for
the offline code that sets the threshold based on the background ∼ 65 𝜇𝑠 before the triggered event,
while the thresholds could be computed up to 320 𝜇𝑠 before, when the background is significantly
lower.
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the 2.5 𝜇𝑠 time resolution. With this fast time resolution it is possible to probe the initial part
of the development of a lighting, and the signal appears over a large area of the focal plane
where the brightness increases constantly, until the end of the 128 saved GTUs (Fig.4, a).

Figure 4: a): Lightcurve of a lightning event: after the trigger has been issued (∼ GTU 64) the light level
increases constantly. b): The bright disk of an elve. Mini-EUSO can observe the elve development as the
ring expands in the field of view. The left part of the focal plane is in cathode 2 mode, therefore the counts
are usually 0. The bright spot is the center of the elves, bright enough to be clearly visible even in cathode
2 mode. c): Two frames from two different events: the light sources inside the blue circles are static (cities)
while the source inside the red circle is flashing and is what caused the trigger.

• Elves are horizontally expanding, fast donut-shaped light emissions at the bottom ionosphere.
The characteristic spatial dimension of elves are rings extending to a horizontal radius of
∼ 500 𝑘𝑚. Mini-EUSO can provide high-speed UV imaging of elves, complementary to
informations gathered by other instruments (i.e. ASIM, also on the ISS). So far 17 elves have
been detected (Fig.4, b). Other types of Transient Luminous Events (TLEs) are present in
Mini-EUSO data and are currently under study.
• Ground flashers: several triggers come from ground sources and present a light profile that
6
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Figure 3: Left: the number of GTUs over threshold for each pixel, considering only the packet with less than
20 pixels over threshold (46180 events, 88% of the dataset). 12 border pixels (0.52% of the pixels) account
for 13.2% of the total amount of pixels over threshold. Right: the time position of the pixels over threshold
inside the packet of 128 GTUs, each point is the sum over 8 consecutive GTUs: the huge peak centered at
GTU 57 shows that the algorithm correctly recognises the events that issued the trigger, which are positioned
at the center of the packet. A few long lasting events produce the tail, while almost no trigger are recognised
before GTU 50
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lasts for tens on 𝜇𝑠. These events are usually found near airports, and are probably produced
by warning lights (Fig.4, c).
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Figure 5: Blue: Lightcurve of TUS161003 event as seen by TUS. Even though the event has probably an
anthropogenic origin, it presents all the features of an EAS signal. Red: An event detected by Mini-EUSO
near lake Michigan. It presents the same time profile of the event seen by TUS even though it is ∼ 10
times brighter, assuming the detector efficiency quoted in [1]. It is triggered four times by Mini-EUSO, it is
therefore produced by a ground source. The signal appears in an area near three small airports.

• Direct cosmic rays are low energy cosmic rays directly impinging on the detector. They are
usually characterized by a signal that reaches the maximum in only 1 GTU and then presents
an exponential decay. Direct cosmic rays are in general easy to recognise, and therefore do
not represent a problem despite that they represent a huge part of the 2.5 𝜇𝑠 dataset. They
can appear with different shapes on the focal plane (a single bright pixel, a blob, a track).

4. Conclusion
Mini-EUSO 2.5 𝜇𝑠 trigger logic has proven to be working as expected. The fast adaptive
thresholds prevent bright but static sources from triggering. The trigger logic and data acquisition
system guarantee to keep the average dead time ∼ 25%. This is obtained without a second level
trigger, and it is going to decrease once the firmware update presented in 1.2 will be installed. With
7
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• EAS-like events: The TUS detector [5] has found several events with the shape and characteristics that resemble the ones expected from EASs [6], the most interesting being event
TUS161003, over Minnesota [7]. In Mini-EUSO data there are also several events with a
lightcurve and time profile that matches the bi-gaussian shape expected from an EAS, with
a faster rising and a slower decay, and the signal being confined in one or few neighbouring
pixels. The vast majority of these events are detected near the location of airports and are
triggered many times while moving in the focal plane, suggesting that airport’s lights might
be the sources of these events. In Fig. 5 a comparison between TUS161003 and one MiniEUSO event is presented. Through a comparison with a simulation, the cosmic origin has
been excluded also for the only event with these characteristics found over the ocean and
triggered only once (Fig.6). The research of these events is still ongoing.
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the exception of a handful of pixels on the border, the distribution of pixels over threshold is quite
uniform and it is possible to recognise different and interesting categories of events in the data.
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